Alkali Therapy for Respiratory Acidosis: A Medical Controversy.
Alkali therapy for certain organic acidoses remains a topic of ongoing controversy, but little attention has been given to a related medical controversy, namely the prescription of alkali for respiratory acidosis. We first describe the determinants of carbon dioxide retention in the 2 types of respiratory failure; hypercapnic respiratory failure and hypoxemic respiratory failure with coexisting hypercapnia. We then highlight the deleterious consequences of severe acidemia for several organ systems, particularly the cardiovascular and central nervous systems. We argue that alkali therapy is not indicated for respiratory acidosis as a simple acid-base disturbance. Notwithstanding, we recommend prescription of alkali for severe acidemia caused by mixed acidosis (ie, combined respiratory and metabolic acidosis) or permissive hypercapnia. We examine the utility of alkali therapy in various clinical scenarios incorporating respiratory acidosis. We conclude that controlled studies will be required to test the impact of alkali therapy on clinical outcomes of these clinical settings. Such studies should also examine the optimal mode of administering alkali (amount, rate, and tonicity) and the blood pH to be targeted. The development of new buffers should be explored, especially systems that do not generate carbon dioxide or even consume it.